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Body mass index and waist circumference are
better predictors of insulin resistance than total
body fat percentage in middle-aged and elderly
Taiwanese
Yiu-Hua Cheng, MDa, Yu-Chung Tsao, MDa,b,c, I-Shiang Tzeng, PhDd, Hai-Hua Chuang, MDe,
Wen-Cheng Li, MDf,g, Tao-Hsin Tung, PhDh,i, Jau-Yuan Chen, MDa,c,∗

Abstract
The incidence of diabetes mellitus is rising worldwide, and prediabetic screening for insulin resistance (IR) has become ever more
essential. This study aimed to investigate whether body mass index (BMI), waist circumference (WC), or body fat percentage (BF%)
could be a better predictor of IR in a middle-aged and elderly population. In this cross-sectional, community-based study, 394
individuals (97 with IR and 297 without IR) were enrolled in the analysis. IR was measured by homeostasis model assessment
(HOMA-IR), and subjects with HOMA-IR value≧75th percentile were defined as being IR. Associations between IR and BMI, WC and
BF% were evaluated by t test, chi square, Pearson correlation, logistic regression, and receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves. A total of 394 community-dwelling, middle-aged, and elderly persons were enrolled; 138 (35%) were male, and 256 were
female (65%). The mean age was 64.41±8.46 years. A significant association was identified between BMI, WC, BF%, and IR, with
Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.437 (P< .001), 0.412 (P< .001), and 0.361 (P< .001), respectively. Multivariate logistic
regression revealed BMI (OR=1.31; 95% CI=1.20–1.42), WC (OR=1.13; 95% CI=1.08–1.17), and BF% (OR=1.17; 95% CI=
1.11–1.23) to be independent predictors of IR. The area under curves of BMI andWC, 0.749 and 0.745 respectively, are greater than
that of BF% 0.687. BMI andWCwere more strongly associated with IR than was BF%. Excess body weight and body fat distribution
were more important than total body fat in predicting IR.

Abbreviations: AUC = area under the ROC curve, BF% = body fat percentage, BMI = body mass index, FPG = fasting plasma
glucose, HDL-C = high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, HOMA-IR = homeostasis model assessment, IR = insulin resistance, SBP =
systolic blood pressure, TG = triglyceride, WC = waist circumference.
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1. Introduction
The incidence of diabetes mellitus (DM) is increasing rapidly
worldwide, threatening to reduce life expectancy around the
globe. The International Diabetes Federation (IDF) has estimated
that, by 2040, 642 million people will be living with the disease,
in addition to some 320 million who will have undiagnosed
DM.[1] Thus, pre-DM screening is a critical issue.
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Insulin resistance (IR) has emerged as a major pathophysio-
logical factor in the development and progression of DM and
metabolic disease.[2] Numerous studies have shown that the
incidence of IR in the elderly ranges from 35% to 50%.[3] Many
of the current methods for quantifying the extension of IR,
the gold standard of these quantification methods is respected as
the hyperinsulinemic normal blood glucose clamp. Although the
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hyperinsulinemic normal blood glucose clamp provides the
benefits of IR for clinical practice (ie, dynamic and accurate
assessment), the drawbacks show that procedures are expensive,
aggressive, and also time-consuming to bring nonconformity for
clinical convenience or large-scale researches.[4] These reasons
also trigger to the development of the homeostasis model
assessment of IR (HOMA-IR) which to provide alternatively a
convenient, trusted, and cost-effective clamp.[5,6]

Although the cause of IR is still unknown, it has a close
correlation with obesity.[7] Obesity can be defined by measuring
the individual’s body mass index (BMI) by dividing his or her
weight by the square of height (kg/m2). There is increasing
evidence that fat distribution, especially in the abdominal area, is
correlated with the most severe state of IR.[8–11] Waist
circumference (WC) is defined by the IDF worldwide consensus
as the criteria for abdominal obesity.[12] Additionally, as an
endocrine organ, adipose tissue can secrete free fatty acids and
adipocytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-a) and
leptin, which can interfere with the insulin-signaling system and
induce IR.[2] Therefore, the amount of total body fat percentage
(BF%) may also play an important role in pathogenesis of IR.
The aim of this study was to investigate the association

between 3 common obesity indices, BMI, WC, and BF%, to
identify a simple diagnostic indicator for predicting IR among
middle-aged and elderly populations.
2. Methods

2.1. Study design and study subjects

This was a cross-sectional, community-based study. Data for this
study were collected from a community health promotion project
of Linkou Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Taiwan, between
March and August 2014. The 400 participants were 50 to 90
year-olds and enrolled from the residents of Guishan district,
Taoyuan City, Taiwan through a poster promotion or through
notification from the community office. Such enrolled data
through project stored and managed solely to Chang Gung
Memorial Hospital in Linkou. Note that data cannot be publicly
deposited. Each participant completed a questionnaire during a
face-to-face interview. The questionnaire included the individua-
l’s personal information and medical history. Anthropometric
measurements were taken, and blood sampling was performed by
trained research assistants or nurses, under the supervision of a
medical doctor. The project was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Linkou Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, and
all participants provided written informed consent before
enrolling in the study. Participants whose data were missing or
incomplete were excluded from the study. The final group
enrolled in the analysis included 394 participants.
2.2. Anthropometric and laboratory measurements

Anthropometric data, such as height, weight, BMI, WC, and
blood pressures (BP), were measured. Height was measured using
calibrated height meters while the participant stood erect and in
bare feet, with the feet placed together and pointing forward. The
weight scale was calibrated daily using two 20-kg standard
weights. BMI was calculated as weight divided by the square of
height (kg/m2). WC was measured at a level midway between the
iliac crest and the lower border of the 12th rib while the
participant stood with his or her feet 25 to 30cm apart. BF%was
measured using an 8-contact electrode bioelectrical impedance
2

analysis (BIA) device (Tanita BC-418 Body Composition
Analyzer, Tanita, Tokyo, Japan). Blood pressure was measured
after a 10-minute rest, with the participant seated, using an
automated sphygmomanometer placed on the participant’s right
arm. The lowest of 3 readings was recorded. Prior to blood
samples being taken, participants were asked to fast for at least
12hours and to avoid consuming high-fat meals or alcohol for at
least 24hours prior to blood samples being taken. Venous blood
samples were obtained between 7 and 10AM, and were stored in
a refrigerator at 4 °C prior to analysis in the hospital laboratory.
The clinical biochemistry workup included measurement of
fasting plasma glucose (FPG), high-density lipoprotein cholester-
ol (HDL-C), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, total cholester-
ol, and triglyceride (TG) levels. The tests were performed in a
hospital laboratory accredited by the College of American
Pathologists.
2.3. Definition of IR

IR was determined by HOMA and calculated using FPG and
fasting insulin levels for each participant, using the following
formula: HOMA-IR= fasting glucose (mmol/L)� fasting insulin
(mU/mL)/22.5. A HOMA value ≧75th percentile was used as the
cutoff for defining the main outcome variable of IR. In our study,
the cutoff value for IR was 2.3.
2.4. Statistical analysis

All continuous variables were expressed as the mean and
standard deviation; categorical variables were expressed as
numbers and percentages. In univariate analysis, the independent
t test and chi-square test were used to compare variables between
IR and non-IR groups. Pearson correlation coefficient was used to
assess correlations between different obesity indices and IR. In
multivariate analysis, binary logistic regression was used to
adjust covariates. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
were generated for WC, BMI, and BF% as predictors of IR. The
area under the ROC curve (AUC) and the optimal cut-off points
for IR prediction of BMI, WC, and BF% were determined by the
largest sum of specificity and sensitivity. All tests were 2-sided,
and the level of significance was established at P< .05. Data were
analyzed using SPSS Statistics Version 22 (IBM, SPSS, Armonk,
NY, IBM Corp).
3. Results

This study recruited 400 participants through poster promotion
or notification from the community office. Four people with
incomplete data and 2 people with extreme data, such asHOMA-
IR: 440.94, 28.99, were excluded; the remaining 394 participants
were enrolled in the study for analysis. The flow diagram is
shown in Fig. 1.
The general characteristics of the study participants are shown

in Table 1. Among the 394 subjects, 97 (24.6%) developed IR.
The final study group included 138 males (35%) and 256 females
(65%), with a mean age of 64.41±8.46 years. The overall
percentage of participants reporting current smoking was 10.6%,
while 19.5%, 50.3%, and 65.7% had DM, hypertension, and
dyslipidemia, respectively. The average BMI,WC, and BF%were
24.55±3.51(kg/m2), 85.04±9.6cm, and 30.02±8.41%, respec-
tively. The mean systolic (SBP) and diastolic BP measurements
were 129.68±16.7 and 77.11±11.27mmHg, respectively.
Overall, the mean FPG, HDL-C, low-density lipoprotein



Figure 1. Flow diagram.

Table 2

Correlations of IR with different obesity indices.

Variable Correlation coefficient (r) P

BMI 0.437 <.001
WC 0.412 <.001
BF% 0.361 <.001

BF%=body fat percentage, BMI=body mass index, IR= insulin resistance, WC=waist
circumference.
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cholesterol, total cholesterol, and TG levels were 95.61±22.4,
54.37±13.79, 118.65±32.23, 197.34±35.79, and 121.81±
62.95mg/dL, respectively. In those with IR, BMI, WC, and BF%
were significantly higher than those without IR. In addition, SBP,
FPG, HDL-C, and TG were also significantly different between
the 2 groups.
Table 2 demonstrates the correlations between different

obesity indices and IR. All 3 obesity indices were positively
associated with IR. Pearson correlation coefficients were 0.437,
0.412, and 0.361 for BMI, WC, and BF%, respectively. BMI and
WC showed a stronger correlation with IR compared to BF%.
Figures 2–4 demonstrate the associations of BMI, WC, BF%, and
IR. There was a trend toward a positive correlation between all
obesity indices and IR.
Table 3 displays the results of the binary logistic regression
analyses, in which IR was the dependent variable, and obesity
indices were the independent variables. Model 1 is a univariate
binary logistic regression model, whereas models 2 and 3 are
multivariate models that are adjusted for different covariates. In
model 2, obesity indices were adjusted for age and sex. In model
Table 1

General characteristics of participants in the IR and non-IR groups.

Variable Total (n=394) No

Age, y 64.41±8.46
BMI, kg/m2 24.55±3.51
WC, cm 85.04±9.60
BF% 30.02±8.41
SBP, mmHg 129.68±16.70 1
DBP, mmHg 77.11±11.27
FPG, mg/dL 95.61±22.40
HDL-C, mg/dL 54.37±13.79
LDL-C, mg/dL 118.65±32.23 1
TC, mg/dL 197.34±35.79 1
TG, mg/dL 121.81±62.95 1
Male, n, % 138 (35)
Female, n, % 256 (65)
Current smoking, n, % 42 (10.6)
Diabetes mellitus, n, % 77 (19.5)
Hypertension, n, % 198 (50.3)
Dyslipidemia, n, % 259 (65.7)

Data are expressed as mean± standard deviation for continuous variables and n (%) for categorical variable
≧75%. BF%=body fat percentage, BMI=body mass index, DBP=diastolic blood pressure, FPG= fa
cholesterol, n=number, IR= insulin resistance, SBP= systolic blood pressure, TC= total cholesterol, TG

3

3, obesity indices were adjusted for age, sex, current smoking
status, DM, hypertension, and dyslipidemia. In all 3 models,
BMI, WC, and BF% were significantly associated with IR. In
model 3, BMI (odds ratio [OR]: 1.31; 95% confidence interval
[CI]: 1.20–1.43; P< .001), WC (OR: 1.13; 95% CI: 1.08–1.17;
P< .001), and BF% (OR: 1.17; 95% CI: 1.11–1.23; P< .001)
were all significantly associated with IR. A 1-unit increase in BMI,
WC, and BF% was, respectively, associated with a 30.6%,
12.5%, and 16.9% increase in risk of IR. Figure 5 shows the
ROC curve of BMI, WC, BF%, and selected covariates as
predictors of IR. In Table 4, the AUC of BMI,WC, and BF%were
0.749, 0.745, and 0.687, respectively. The AUC of selected
covariates was 0.74487. BMI and WC had a better predictive
performance for IR than BF% and selected covariates. The
optimal cut-off point (for predicting IR) for BMIwas 26.15kg/m2

(sensitivity 0.608, specificity 0.791), for WC was 89.5cm
(sensitivity 0.577, specificity 0.788), and for BF% was
29.15% (sensitivity 0.784, specificity 0.498).

4. Discussion

In this study of middle-aged and elderly Taiwanese subjects, the
cut-off value ofHOMA-IRwas 2.3, which approximates the 2.29
established in an earlier 1156-person Caucasian population
study.[1,13] The results of our study show that 3 obesity indices –
BMI, WC, and BF% – are all significantly associated with IR in
univariate analysis, while BMI and WC had higher correlation
coefficients compared with BF%. After adjusting for covariates
n-IR (n=297) IR (n=97) P

64.23±8.54 64.98±8.21 .447
23.77±3.10 26.91±3.63 <.001
82.88±8.34 91.66±10.21 <.001
28.66±8.39 34.17±7.07 <.001
27.84±16.28 135.31±16.80 <.001
76.44±11.29 79.18±11.02 .038
90.34±13.56 111.74±33.75 <.001
56.43±13.88 48.05±11.44 <.001
21.35±32.73 110.35±29.30 .003
99.81±36.50 189.80±32.54 .017
10.26±52.56 157.19±77.62 <.001
105 (35.4) 33 (34) .811
192 (64.6) 64 (66) .811
32 (10.8) 10 (10.3) .897
36 (12.1) 41 (42.3) <.001
128 (43.1) 70 (72.2) <.001
185 (62.3) 74 (76.3) .012

s. We divided the participants into 2 groups: IR negative and IR positive group based on HOMA-IR value
sting plasma glucose, HDL-C=high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, LDL-C= low-density lipoprotein
= triglyceride, WC=waist circumference.

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 4. The correlation between BF% and IR. BF%=body fat percentage,
IR= insulin resistance.

Figure 2. The correlation between BMI and IR. BMI=body mass index, IR=
insulin resistance.
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such as age, sex, current cigarette smoking status, hypertension,
DM, and dyslipidemia, BMI, WC, and BF% remained
significantly associated with IR. Further, the AUCs of BMI
and WC were larger than that of BF%. In addition, we selected
age, sex, current smoking status, DM, hypertension, and
dyslipidemia as covariates to predict IR (ROC curve plotted in
Fig. 5). The AUCs of BMI and WC were larger than that of
selected covariates.Wemay use BMI andWC to predict IR rather
than selected covariates. It means that BMI andWCmay be more
representative than selected covariates of prediction of IR. Similar
result was observed in a Japanese employee general health
checkup study, which demonstrated that BMI was more
important in predicting IR than hypertension and hyper-
triglyceridemia.[14] Moreover, based on the findings from a
study of 2746 healthy volunteers, WC was suggested to be used
as the stronger predictor of IR than dyslipidemia and SBP.[15] The
cutoff values of BMI andWC to predict IR were 26.15kg/m2 and
Figure 3. The correlation between WC and IR. IR= insulin resistance, WC=
waist circumference.
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89.5cm, respectively, which nearly meet the obesity criteria
(BMI: 27kg/m2, WC: 90cm in males and 80cm in females) set by
the Taiwan Ministry of Health and Welfare-Health Promotion
Administration. These results reinforce the relationship between
IR and obesity, andwe suggest that overweight and obese persons
should be made aware of the risk of IR and standardly screened
for cardiovascular and metabolic disease in advance of
symptoms.
Previous studies have reported the correlation between the

obesity index and IR, but some results have been
inconsistent.[16–19] Samouda et al[16] demonstrated that adding
the body fat distribution score to the BMI can improve the
prediction of cardiometabolic, inflammatory, and adipokines
profiles. This underscores the importance of BMI and WC for
predicting IR and is in accordance with our study results. Results
of a cross-sectional study led by González-Jiménez et al showed
that subjects with abnormal HOMA-IR values had significantly
higher BMI, body fat content, and WC, and multivariate logistic
regression analysis showed the highest OR for BMI,[19] which is
consistent with our study results. Results from a study of Korean
high school students showed that HOMA-IR was significantly
associated with BMI and WC in both sexes. However, this was
true for BF% in male students only,[20] a fact that revealed the
more generalized applicability of BMI and WC in predicting IR.
In contrast, in a Hispanic and African American adolescent
population study, Wedin et al[21] found that instead of BMI, WC
combined with BF% was the best predictor of IR. Sasaki et al[8]
Table 3

Binary logistic regression of obesity indices and IR.
BMI WC BF%

OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P

Model 1 1.32 (1.22–1.43) <.001 1.11 (1.08–1.15) <.001 1.09 (1.06–1.13) <.001
Model 2 1.33 (1.23–1.44) <.001 1.14 (1.10–1.17) <.001 1.18 (1.12–1.24) <.001
Model 3 1.31 (1.20–1.43) <.001 1.13 (1.08–1.17) <.001 1.17 (1.11–1.23) <.001

Model 1: OR unadjusted. Model 2: OR adjusted by age and sex. Model 3: OR adjusted by age, sex,
current smoking, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and dyslipidemia. BF%=body fat percentage,
BMI=body mass index, CI= confidence interval, IR= insulin resistance, OR= odds ratio, WC=waist
circumference.



Figure 5. ROC curves for WC, BMI, BF%, and selected covariates as
predictors of IR. BF%=body fat percentage, BMI=body mass index, IR=
insulin resistance, ROC= receiver operating characteristic curve, WC=waist
circumference.
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also disclosed that in a Japanese male population with normal
BMIs, BF(%) was associated with increased IR, while WC was
not. Taken together, the results showed that predictions about IR
may be influenced by ethnic background, age, and gender-related
body composition. To the best of our knowledge, our study is one
of the very few to study the correlation between 3 obesity indices
and IR in Asian middle-aged and elderly adults.
To summarize, our study results revealed that obesity indices

like BMI and WC are better predictors of IR than BF%, that is,
excess body weight and body fat distribution are more important
than total body fat for predicting IR. In addition, Ganpule-Rao
et al[22] demonstrated that some complex measurements, such as
magnetic resonance imaging, dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry,
and computed tomography contribute only a small amount to the
prediction of IR. Anthropometric measurements are better
predictors of IR than other advanced tools, which also highlight
the importance of these simple, traditional measures.
Our study had a few limitations. First, this was a cross-

sectional study; thus, the causal relationship between obesity
indices (like BMI, WC, and BF%) and IR could not be evaluated
and determined. Second, the number of participants in this study
was relatively small, and they were recruited from a single
community, so selection bias should be considered.
Table 4

The AUC, sensitivity, and specificity by the optimized cut-off point
of different obesity indices in predicting IR.

AUC (95% CI) Sensitivity Specificity
Cut-off
point

BMI 0.749 (0.693–0.804) 0.608 0.791 26.15
WC 0.745 (0.689–0.801) 0.577 0.788 89.5
BF% 0.687 (0.630–0.745) 0.784 0.498 29.15
Selected covariates 0.745 (0.687–0.802) 0.804 0.599 0.19

Selected covariates: age, sex, current smoking status, DM, hypertension, and dyslipidemia. AUC of
WC=0.74522, AUC of selected covariates=0.74487. AUC= area under the ROC curve, BF%=
body fat percentage, BMI=body mass index, CI= confidence interval, DM=diabetes mellitus, IR=
insulin resistance, ROC= receiver operating characteristic curve, WC=waist circumference.
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5. Conclusion

The results of this study demonstrate that obesity indices like BMI
andWC are stronger surrogate markers than BF% for predicting
IR. Individuals with high BMI or WC require more aggressive
lifestyle modifications and primary prevention of diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and metabolic disease. BMI and WC
are 2 obesity indices that are effective, inexpensive, and
noninvasive. They are also easily measurable, which can help
the primary care physician in primary prevention and earlier
intervention against diabetes and metabolic diseases among
middle-aged and elderly populations.
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